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Experimental and computational investigations of nanosecond electrical explosion of a thin Al wire in
vacuum are presented. We have demonstrated that increasing the current rate leads to increased energy depos-
ited before voltage collapse. The experimental evidence for synchronization of the wire expansion and light
emission with voltage collapse is presented. Hydrocarbons are indicated in optical spectra and their influence
on breakdown physics is discussed. The radial velocity of low-density plasma reaches a value of,100 km/s.
The possibility of an overcritical phase transition due to high pressure is discussed. A one-dimensional mag-
netohydrodynamicsMHDd simulation shows good agreement with experimental data. The MHD simulation
demonstrates separation of the exploding wire into a high-density cold core and a low-density hot corona as
well as fast rejection of the current from the wire core to the corona during voltage collapse. Important features
of the dynamics for the wire core and corona follow from the MHD simulation and are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The initial stage of the electrical explosion of fine metal
wires is very important for modern z-pinch physics. The im-
pressive resultf1,2g achieved on the Z facility at Sandia Na-
tional Laboratories, of 1.8 MJ of x rays radiated in 5 ns full
width at half maximum, gives great motivation for wire ini-
tiation research. Understanding wire initiation physics can
lead to more realistic models used in numerical simulation of
multiwire array implosion, thereby allowing simulations to
consistently predict the final plasma stagnation and x-ray
burst starting from cold wires. Investigation of wire initiation
is also important because the initiation process can affect the
symmetry of the plasma stagnation and x-ray yield. The early
advances in exploding wire science were summarized in two
review papersf3,4g. The latest experiments on imploding Al
wire arrays by Beget al. f5g show that wire initiation during
the prepulse exerts a strong influence on the final x-ray yield.

The explosion of Al wire with a current rate of
3–10 A/ns results in voltage collapse due to dropping of the
load resistance in,50 ns and core expansion with a velocity
of ,1 km/s f6g. At this current rate the deposited energy
into the Al wire is nearly half the vaporization energy and the
core exhibits a “foamlike” structure with,10 mm spatial
scale. The magnetohydrodynamicsMHDd simulation of an
exploding Al wire for extremely fast rising current through

the wire,1000 A/ns has been reported inf7g. This current
rise for a single wire is,30 times faster than during prepulse
on the Z machine, and the results are not generally applicable
to the Z case. For example, the total Al wire vaporization in
f7g occurs during,1 ns after the current starts, which differs
significantly from the experimental,50 ns vaporization
time that is observed with the Z-prepulse current rate of
,10 A/ns in f6g. A MHD simulation of a fast exploding W
wire with current rise of,10 A/ns is presented inf8g. The
simulation results fit the experimental data, taking into ac-
count the metastable states of the liquid metal. However, this
simulation f8g advanced only up to the time of the voltage
collapse, because the mechanism of breakdown is outside the
scope of the MHD model.

In our paper we will present a set of experimental results
obtained from fasts,150 A/nsd and slows,20 A/nsd ex-
plosion of thin Al wires. The slow current rate corresponds to
the prepulse current through a single wire in a typicals250–
300 wired wire array in a Z experimentf1,2g. The MHD
simulations demonstrate quantitative agreement with electri-
cal and optical diagnostics of a fast exploding 25.4-mm Al
wire. Moreover, the analysis of MHD simulations leads to
important conclusions about the evolution of the parameters
of the wire core and corona.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Electrical diagram and diagnostics

The diagram of the experimental setup is presented in Fig.
1. A 100-kV Maxwell 40151-Bspositive outputd pulse gen-*Electronic mail: gssarki@sandia.gov
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erator with 7 nF capacitor bank, charging voltage 60 kV, and
stored energy of 12.6 J, provides the electrical pulse to drive
the wire explosions. A 50-kV Maxwell 40168 trigger ampli-
fier triggered the gas switch of the 100-kV pulse generator. A
digital delay generatorsStanford DG-535d was used to syn-
chronize the trigger amplifier with diagnostic devices. Jitter
for the pulse generator was,2 ns. A 9-m 50-V coaxial cable
sRG 220/Ud delivers the electrical pulse from the generator
to the wire. The thin s10–38d-mm-diameter and
20-mm-length Al wire saluminum alloy 5056: 5.2% Mg,
0.1% Mn, 0.1% Cr; room temperature resistivity1

,6.0 mV cmd was placed across a cathode-anode gap in the
center conductor of the coaxial target unit. The assembly was
evacuated to a pressure of,10−4–10−5 torr to prevent gas
breakdown.

The experimental setup can operate in fast or slowsby
adding inductanced mode. Typical wave forms for fast and
slow explosion modes are presented in Fig. 2. In fast mode
the current rate is,150 A/ns into a short circuits,3 kA
maximumd and the voltage rate is,12 kV/ns into an open
circuit s,120 kV maximumd. The slow-mode current rate is
,22 A/ns into a short circuits,2 kA maximumd and the
voltage rate is,1 kV/ns into an open circuits,80 kV
maximumd. The,100-ns oscillation period of the current is
related to the impedance mismatch presented by the coaxial
target unit. It is not relevant since energy deposition and wire
explosion occur during the first 50 ns. The slower rise is
typical for prepulse through individual wires on the Z ma-
chine at Sandia National Laboratoriess,30–45 A/nsd.

The position of electrical monitors is shown in Fig. 1. The
downstream current through the wire was measured with a
2-GHz bandwidth 0.1-V coaxial shunt resistor. The anode
ground voltage was measured with the capacitive divider; the
inductive coil measured total upstream current. These elec-
trical diagnostics provide upstream and downstream current,
the voltage, the load resistance, and the joule energy deposi-
tion into the wire throughout the wire explosion. A Sip-i-n
diode with 1-ns rise timesThorLabs DET210d monitored
light emission power from the exploding wire. Streak camera
sHamamatsu C1587-01d radius-timesRTd diagrams of the ex-
ploding wire were obtained using a high-power pulse diode
laser back lightersPower Technology, IL30C, 905 nm,
10 W, 200 nsd and appropriate relay optics.RT diagrams
provide the wire core expansion velocity and indicate the
moment when expansion starts. Open-shutter visible light

charge-coupled device images of the exploding wire show
the two-dimensionals2Dd structure of the deposited energy.
A stimulated Brillouin scatteringsSBSd compressed Nd:YAG
syttrium aluminum garnetd Q-switch laser with 120 mJ at
532 nm with 150 ps pulse durationsEkspla SL312d produced
shadowgraphy, Schlieren, and interferometric images of the
exploding wire. All electrical wave forms are captured by a1Pure Al 99.99% has room temperature resistivity,2.7 mV cm.

FIG. 1. Electrical diagram of the experimental setup.

FIG. 2. Long-time-scale wave form of the fast current for the
short circuit sad; short-time-scale wave form of the fast and slow
current for the short circuitsbd; short-time-scale wave form of the
fast and slow voltage for the open circuitscd.
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four-channel, 1-GHz digital scopesTektronix TDS 684C,
1 GHz, 5 GS/sd. The time axis of the scope was cross-
correlated with the streak cameraRTdiagram using the cam-
era’s synchropulse.

B. Interferometric measurements of atomic
and electronic densities

To reconstruct the atomic and electronic density profiles
we used shearing air-wedge interferometry first described
with short-pulse laser backlightingf9g. Assuming compa-
rable contribution of the free and bounded electrons, the in-
terference phase shiftd can be written

dsyd = s2pa/ld E Nadx− 4.493 10−14lE nedx s1d

wherea is the polarizability in cm3, l is the wavelength in
cm, Na and ne are the atomic and free electron densities in
cm−3, x is the coordinate along the probing direction, andy is
the coordinate normal to the wire axis and probing direction.

Equations1d has three unknownssa, Na, andned and can-
not be solved directly. Three cases exist for which we can
reconstruct electronic or/and atomic densities. In the first
case, when the free electron refractivity significantly exceeds
the atomic or ionic refractivity, we can simplify Eq.s1d and
recover the electron densityne using one-wavelength inter-
ferometry. This is the case for a high-temperature fully ion-
ized plasma. In the second case, when atomic refractivity
significantly exceeds the free electron refractivity, we can
neglect the free-electron component of Eq.s1d and recon-
struct the quantityaNa using only one-wavelength interfer-
ometry. This is the case for a low-temperature plasma and
gas. Moreover, when the wire is totally vaporized, we
can split Na from a. This is possible because for totally
vaporized wire we can write a second equation that de-
scribes the known linear density:Nlin =Na0prw

2 =eeNadx dy
=l / s2padedsyddy, where Na0 is the metal’s initial solid-
state density in cm−3, and rw is the initial diameter of the
wire in cm. In the third case, when atomic and electronic
refractivity are comparable, it is necessary to use two-
wavelength interferometry to reconstructne andaNa sor ne,
a, andNa assuming total vaporization of the wired. We will
present a detailed report of the results of two-wavelength
interferometry in a future paper. A description of the appli-
cation of advanced laser-probing techniques for investigation
of high-density plasma can be found in an earlier report by
Stamperet al. f10g.

C. Measurements of resistive voltage and energy deposition

In experiments with fast-rising current it is very important
to inductively correct the measured voltage to reconstruct the
resistive voltage. The measured voltageU can be written in
the form

U = UR + UL = IR + SL
dI

dt
+ I

dL

dt
D s2d

where UR= IR is the resistive voltage,UL is the inductive
voltage,L is the inductance,I is the current, andR is the
resistance.

To obtain the inductance for the coaxial target unit the
wire is replaced by a 3-mm-diameter copper wire to provide
a short-circuit load for the full-pulse duration. The wave
forms of voltage, current and reconstructed inductive voltage
are presented in Fig. 3sad. The best fit for inductive voltage
L dI /dt was obtained forL=55 nH. For the experiment with
thin wire it is necessary to take into account the additional
self-inductance of the wire:

Lw = 2l lnsD/dwd s3d

wherel is the wire length anddw the wire diameter in cm,D
is the diameter of the coaxial ground cup in cm, andLw is the
wire inductance in nH. ForD=5 cm, dw=10 mm, and l
=2 cm the wire inductanceLw=34 nH. The inductance of the
3-mm-diameter shuntLshunt=11 nH. This means that the in-
ductance of the coaxial target unitL0=L−Lshunt=44 nH.
Hence, the inductance of the thin wireLw is comparable to
the inductance of the coaxial target unitL0 and must be taken
into account for calculation of the resistive voltage.

For an exploding wire we assume a simple “dynamic
model” of the inductance: before breakdownst, t0d induc-

FIG. 3. Short-circuit wave forms for current, voltage, and induc-
tive voltage forL0=50 nH sad. Exploding-wire wave forms for cur-
rent, voltage, and inductive voltage forL0=50 nH sbd.
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tance equalsL0+Lw; during breakdownst0, t, t1d the in-
ductance drops linearly fromL0+Lw to L0 due to the fast
radial expansion of the conductive corona; and, after break-
down st. t1d, the inductance equalsL0. This model gives an
appropriate description of the behavior of the inductance,
taking into account its fast drop during breakdown.

Figure 3sbd shows current and voltage wave forms for a
typical fast-exploding Al wire. We can see that the experi-
mental voltage after breakdown becomes inductive because
its shape matches the shape of the inductive voltage calcu-
lated from the current wave form. During the resistive phase
s0–20 nsd the experimental voltage significantly exceeds the
inductive component but the inductive correction is impor-
tant during the breakdown times25–30 nsd. Recovering the
resistive part of the voltage,IR in formula s2d, provides an
accurate reconstruction of the deposited energy and wire re-
sistance during heating.

To determine total energy deposited into wire core we
integrated the electrical power up to the time when the load
resistance has dropped to half of its maximum value. The
energy accrued after this time we attribute to the corona be-
cause the dropping load resistance is related to the break-
down and switching of the current from the wire core to the
corona.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Laser shadowgrams of explosion

A typical set of shadowgrams of slow-exploding 20.3-
mm-diameter and 2-cm-long Al wires is shown in Fig. 4. The
time between the frames was nearly 100 ns. The exposure
time for each frame was 150 ps at a wavelength of 532 nm.
Total deposited energy up to time of breakdown is 1–1.5
times the vaporization energy. The typical expansion velocity
of the wire core is about 3.5 km/s at the anode and 2.5 km/s
at the cathode. We can see that the expanded wire core ex-
hibits strong axial stratification with spatial scale
,50–100mm. The stratification of the extended wire core
has been observed in our experiments only when deposited
energy into the metal core is enough for full vaporization.

If the deposited energy is less than the vaporization en-
ergy the wire core becomes “foamlike”f6g or shows a sol
structuref4g. We can see that in all shadowgrams in Fig. 4
the energy deposition increases from the cathode to the an-
ode. The reason for this conical energy deposition is related
to the “polarity effect” and is discussed elsewheref11–13g.
Another interesting feature is the shock wave structure near
the anode and cathode. This shock wave is stronger at the
anode. Shock waves result from collision of the fast-
expanding low-density plasma shell from the exploding wire
with the under-the-anode and under-the-cathode plasmas.
The anode and cathode plasmas are created from collision of
anode and cathode with electron and ion beams generated by
vapor breakdown along the wire surfacef13g.

The typical shadowgrams of the fastsad and slowsbd ex-
ploding 16-mm-diameter and 2-cm-long Al wires are pre-
sented in Fig. 5. Clearly, the wire exploded in the fast-pulse
mode expanded significantly fasters4.8 km/s at the anode

and 2.7 km/s at the cathoded than in the slow ones1.7 km/s
at the anode and 0.5 km/s at the cathoded.

B. Expansion of the plasma shell

The laser shadowgram and light-emission optical diagnos-
tics allow estimating the velocity of expansion of the low-
density plasma shell. Figure 6 shows shadowgrams of the
single sad and doublescd fast-exploding 20.3-mm Al wires

FIG. 4. Set of laser shadowgrams of slow-exploding Al wires
s20.3mm diameter and 2 cm lengthd at different times.

FIG. 5. Shadowgrams of the fastsad and slowsbd explosion of
16.2-mm-diameter and 2-cm-long Al wires.
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and corresponding open-shutter imagessbd andsdd. The two
parallel wires are 2 mm apart. For the single wiresad we can
estimate expansion velocity from the position of the under-
the-anode shock wave. It corresponds to 8.2 km/s for the
corona and 5.5 km/s for the core at the anode. At the cath-
ode end the velocities are 5.3 km/s for the corona and
3.5 km/s for the wire core. The conical structure of energy
deposition in Fig. 6sad results from time-dependent break-
down along the wire lengthf13g and is consistent with the
open-shutter image of Fig. 6sbd, which shows enhanced en-
ergy deposition under the anode.

The explosion of the two parallel wiresfFigs. 6scd and
6sddg gives an additional way for estimating the plasma shell
velocity using the evolution of the light emission. We can see
in Fig. 6scd the disturbance of the refraction coefficient be-
tween the wires. It results from the collision of the two ex-

panding plasma shells. No visible disturbance can be seen on
the outer boundary of the wires where the plasma expands
freely into the vacuum. The open-shutter image of Fig. 6sdd
shows strong light emission between the wires owing to en-
hanced energy deposition in the collisional region. Because
of the conical energy deposition into the wire, the intensity
of the light emission from the collisional region grows to-
ward the anode.

Figure 6sed shows the evolution of the light emission from
single and double wires. Light emission in both cases is
nearly the same up to the timet1=120 ns. At this moment the
light emission from two parallel wires grows beyond the
single-wire output due to the collision of the plasma shells.
This provides an estimation of the velocity of the plasma
shell at,8.3 km/s which agrees with the shock-wave-based
estimation for the single wire of Fig. 6sad s,8.2 km/sd. It is
interesting that the collisional radiation stops growing att2
,2t1. This indicates that the radiation starts to drop when the
plasma shell from one wire reaches the initial axis of the
other wire. From this time the front of the corona from one
wire expands in the same direction as the corona from the
other wire. Subsequently, the collision velocity between the
two coronas abruptly drops and produces less light emission.

The velocity of the plasma shell recovered from the
optical diagnostics corresponds to a relatively high-density
collisional fraction of the fast-expanding coronasNa

,1018 cm−3d. It is possible using measurements of current to
obtain data on the very-low-density collisionless part of the
expanding coronasNa,1013–1015 cm−3d. This is very im-
portant because the spread of this extremely low-density
plasma defines the dynamics of the conductive plasma radius
and voltage collapse. Figure 7 shows the evolution of the
input I in and output Iout current for the fast-exploding
25.4-mm Al wire. For the short circuit the output current
equals the input current. For exploding wires the currents
differ during the resistive part of the explosion. During the
first 200 ns the input and output currents are equal; all input
current flows through the wire from the anode to the cathode.

FIG. 6. Shadowgramsad and open-shuttersbd images of single
fast-exploding 20.3-mm Al wires. Shadowgramscd and open-shutter
sdd images of two parallel fast-exploding 20.3-mm Al wires s2 mm
distance between wiresd. sed Evolution of the light emission for
single sad,sbd and two parallelscd,sdd wires.

FIG. 7. Evolution of the upstream and downstream current for
fast-exploding 25.4-mm Al wire.
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After ,250 ns, however, the output current differs from the
input by the radial current to the outer coax wall. By 500 ns
all of the input current, which now equals the short-circuit
current of Fig. 2sad, becomes radial current to the ground
wall and the output current falls to zero. We interpret this
behavior to indicate that a fast-radially-expanding low-
density conductive plasma cylinder from the exploding wire
reaches the ground cup and current subsequently flows be-
tween the anode and ground through this radial path of lower
inductancessee Fig. 1d. Because the distance between the
wire and the ground cup is 25 mm, current measurements
give an estimate of the plasma velocity of,50–100 km/s.
This low-density corona velocity is an order of magnitude
faster than we inferred for the high-density collisional
plasma from optical diagnosticsf14g. Similar experiments
were done later by Duselis and Kussef15g and demonstrated
a low limit of the velocity of the expanding Cu wire corona
as 14 km/s. This was substantially less than in our measure-
ments, probably due to their smaller charging voltage.

C. Optical spectroscopy

Light hydrocarbon impurities can play an important role
in electrical breakdown processes for exploding wires. With-
out the influence of light impurities we cannot explain “cold
explosions,” when the wire breaks down before or during
melting f11,30g. The voltage collapse dynamics depends on
the expansion velocity of the low-density conductive plasma
shell, and lower ion mass allows faster plasma expansion
velocity. To learn what impurities might be present during
the explosion we apply optical spectroscopy. The typical
time-integrated optical spectrum for a wavelength range of
4200–6700 Å is presented in Fig. 8. The spectrum includes a
set of Al II and Al III ionic lines. Two of those lines 4f-5g
s4479 Åd and 4p-4d s4529 Åd can be used to determine the
electron temperaturef16g. The ratio of these line strengths
gives an estimate of electron temperature of,4–6 eV. It is
important that we can see the spectral lines of atomic HI

s6563 Åd and of ionic CII s5890 Åd since we observe those
same spectral lines for exploding W wires. Hydrocarbons can
be due to impurities and contaminants, and are not possible
to remove by simple cleaning of the surface. Even preheated
wires exhibit H and C spectra during explosion. Elucidating
the contribution of hydrocarbons to the physics of electri-
cally exploding wires is important and requires further care-
ful quantitative investigationf12,17g.

D. Correlation of the explosion wave forms

It is important to understand at what moment the wire
starts to expand. The streak image of the wire diameter and
plot of cross-correlated wave forms of current, resistive volt-
age, light-emission power, and wire radius for fast exploding
20.3-mm Al wire are presented in Fig. 9. The streak-camera
image of the cross section of the wire was obtained midway
between the anode and cathode. We can see that light emis-
sion and wire expansion start at the onset of the voltage
collapse. Light emission reaches its maximum value of
,0.8 kW in 4 ns during the voltage collapse and then drops.
The fast-rising light emission is associated with the onset of

ionization of the surrounding vapor. The decrease in light
emission is related to fast expansion of the ionized plasma
shell. Experimental results from other fast and slow explo-
sions show that, while the total energy deposited into the
wire can differ shot to shot, the time of wire expansion and
light emission always occurs with the voltage collapse.

E. Interferometric measurements

The low ionization of the expanded Al column allows the
neglect of the free-electron component of refractivity in for-
mula s1d. Figures 10sad and 10sbd show the shadowgram and
interferogram of a fast-exploding 25.4-mm-diameter and
2-cm-long Al wire sshot 0314-02d at 167 ns after voltage
maximum. We can see from the shadowgram in Fig. 10sad
that wire expansion increases in the direction of the anode
and that the wire core is axially stratified. In this case the
deposited energy is sufficient for full vaporization of the wire
core. Figure 10scd shows the 2D distribution of the atomic
density recovered from 15 different cross sections of the in-
terferogram of Fig. 10sbd. The peak atomic density drops a
factor of 2 from ,4.331019 cm−3 at the cathode to,2.1
31019 cm−3 at the anode. The diameter of the expanded wire
is ,2 mm at the cathode and,3 mm at the anode. This
growth of radial expansion is related to wire heating that
increases from the cathode to the anode due to the “polarity
effect” described inf13g.

F. Fast- and slow-explosion wave forms

Typical wave forms for current, resistive voltage, and
light emission for fast-sshot 0301-03d and slow-sshot 0306-

FIG. 8. The time-integrated optical spectra of the fast-exploding
10-mm Al wire.
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04d exploding 20.3-mm Al wires are presented in Figs. 11sad
and 11sbd. The dependence of the wire resistivity, magnetic
field pressure, and light emission on the deposited energy is
presented in Fig. 11 for fastscd and slowsdd explosions. In
both cases strong light emission begins with the voltage col-
lapse. The long time-scale behavior is presented in Fig. 11sfd.
The voltage collapse terminates the energy deposition and
the current wave form then matches that of a short circuit.
The comparison of the electric power, cathode-anode resis-
tance, and deposited energy wave forms for fast and slow
explosions is presented in Fig. 11sed. The electrical power
wave form is similar to the voltage and peaks at,70 MW
for the fast explosion and,16 MW for the slow. For fast
explosions the effective heating timesfull width of electric
powerd was,12 ns, and for slow,32 ns. The total amount
of deposited energy wasEmax=213 mJ/cm for fast explo-
sions andEmax=109 mJ/cm for slow. Nearly twice as much
energy can be deposited in a fast explosion as in a slow
explosion. This ratio varies somewhat for different metals,
but always exceeds 1. The energy ratio for a 20.3-mm Al
wire, averaged over six explosions, was 1.7.

We estimate the resistivity of Al by neglecting the wire’s
thermal expansion. The part of the resistivity curve after
maximum shown by the dashed line on Figs. 11scd and 11sdd
cannot be attributed to the wire resistivity because of voltage

collapse. Before voltage collapse occurs we attribute the
measured resistance growth to the wire resistivity dynamics
fsolid line on Figs. 11sbd and 11sddg. Wire resistivity grows
after melting s10–25mV cm f18gd up to 116mV cm sR
=72 Vd at 4.9 eV/atom for fast explosions and 60mV cm
sR=37 Vd at 2.5 eV/atom for slow. According to aluminum
resistivity data of Desjarlaisf19g these values of maximum
resistivity correspond to a temperature of,2 eV for fast
explosions and,0.4 eV for slow ones at a normal density
2.7 g/cm3. For the fast-explosion mode we observe higher
resistivity and higher energy deposition before breakdown.
Under fast explosion Al wire heats at significantly higher
magnetic pressure than in the slow-explosion regime. For
fast explosions the magnetic field pressure reaches
,512 MPa, and for slow only,132 MPafFigs. 11scd and
13sddg. These pressures correspond to upper limits of mag-
netic field, based on the measured current and the original
wire radius.

For high pressure comparable with the critical pressure,
the boiling temperature of aluminum increases above its nor-

FIG. 9. Streak shadowgram image with 905-nm laser back-
lighter of the fast-exploding 20.3-mm Al wire and appropriate wave
forms of the current, voltage, light emission, and wire radius. Light
emission and wire expansion starts at the moment of breakdown.

FIG. 10. Shadowgram sad and interferogram sbd of
25.4-mm-diameter and 2-cm-length Al wire at 196 ns after voltage
maximum. Probing wavelength is 532 nm. 2D distribution of the
atomic densityscd recovered using Abel inversion procedure.
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mal value of 0.24 eV up to the critical temperature of
0.69 eV f20g. The critical pressure for Al is estimated be-
tween 270 and 447 MPaf20g. Hence, during fast explosion
we can assume that the Al experienced a supercritical phase
transition. In this regime of heating boiling is totally sup-
pressed and a phase transition from liquid to gas-plasma state
occurs homogeneously, without phase separation. On the
other hand, in the slow-explosion mode a magnetic pressure
of 132 MPa, while causing a significant increase of the boil-
ing temperature from its normal value, is insufficient for an
overcritical phase transitionstransition to gas-plasma state
without boilingd.

G. Statistical trends

The dependence of the specific energy deposited versus
wire diameter for fast-exploding Al wires is presented in Fig.
12sad. The energy was calculated up to the time of maximum
resistancesERd, when resistance has dropped to half its peak
value sEcored, and when resistance has dropped to 5% of its
maximum sEmaxd. We hypothesize thatEcore corresponds to
the Joule energy deposited into the wire core. Later, we will
show that MHD simulation supports this hypothesis within
5% accuracy. We can see in Fig. 12sad that energy deposition
increases with decreasing wire diameter from 40 to 20mm.

FIG. 11. Typical wave forms of current, voltage, and light emission for fast-sad and slow-sbd exploding 20.3-mm Al wires. Recovered
distributions of the wire resistivity, magnetic field pressure, and light emission vs deposited energy for fastscd and slowsdd explosions.
Evolution of the electrical power and deposited energy for fast and slow explosionssed. Long-time-scale evolution of the light emission for
fast and slow explosionssfd.
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No dependence of deposited specific energy on wire diam-
eter is apparent below 20mm.

The dependence of the heating time and time of resistance
collapse or breakdown versus wire diameter is presented in
Fig. 12sbd. We calculate the heating time as the full widthsat
5%d of the electric power curve. The heating times for Al
wires with diameter between 10 and 20mm fall within the
interval 10–14 ns. Above 20mm the heating time increases
strongly with increasing wire diameter and reaching 40 ns
for 38-mm wire. This increasing of the heating time accom-
panies a decrease of the specific energy deposition before the
breakdownfFig. 12sadg.

The dependence of total deposited energy and maximum
wire resistance versus wire diameter is presented in Fig.
12scd. We can see that wire resistance ford.20 mm is less
than 50V and resistance ford,20 mm exceeds 50V. Be-
cause our circuit has a 50V source impedance, thin wires
sd,20 mmd overmatch the circuit and thick wiressd
.20 mmd undermatch it. This possibly explains why under
our experimental conditions thin wires absorbed more energy
per atom than thick ones.

The dependence of peak electrical power and specific
electrical power versus wire diameter for fast explosions is
presented in Fig. 12sdd. The peak electrical power reaches a
maximum of ,70 MW for 20-mm Al wire. This happens
because the maximum resistance of 20-mm Al wire matches
the 50-V source impedance of the circuitfsee Fig. 12scdg. At
the same time, the peak specific power monotonically grows
with decreasing wire diameter. This implies that the number
of atoms in the wire drops faster than power, resulting in
higher specific power.

The dependence of the deposited specific energyEcorever-
sus maximum of electric field is presented in Fig. 13sad. All
our experimental data show growth of the energy deposition
sfrom 2 to 6.3 eV/atomd with increase of the electric field
sfrom 6 to 36 kV/cmd. Dependence of the maximum wire
resistivity versus deposited specific energyER is presented in
Fig. 13sbd. All experimental points show growth of the maxi-
mum wire resistivity with increasing deposited specific en-
ergy ER. The scattering of the experimental data is probably
related to differences in magnetic field pressure dynamics
during wire heating. This conclusion is based on variations
of the current shape for different shots.

Figure 13scd demonstrates for both fast- and slow-
exploding Al wires the dependence of the expansion veloci-
ties of the plasma shell and dense core on the deposited
specific energyEcore. We determine the plasma shell expan-
sion rate from laser shadowgrams that show shock wave
structure, as in Fig. 5. We find that increasing the deposited
energy yields greater expansion velocities. The expansion
velocity Vcore for the Al wire coresNa,1020 cm−3d and for
the plasma shellVshell can be approximated by the linear
expressions

Vcore= 1.24Ecore− 1.30, Vshell= 1.84Ecore− 1.57,

where velocity is in km/s and energy in eV/atom.
The plasma shell expands 1.5–1.7 times faster than the

wire core. Note that these velocities are inferred from laser
shadowgrams that respond only to plasma densities above
,1018–1019 cm−3. We believe from upstream and down-
stream current measurementsssee Fig. 7d that a fast, low-

FIG. 12. Specific energy depo-
sition vs wire diametersad. The
time of wire heating and time of
breakdown vs wire diametersbd.
Total deposited energy and wire
maximum resistance vs wire di-
ameter scd. Electrical power and
specific electrical power vs wire
diametersdd. All plots are for the
fast-explosion mode.
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density plasma component also exists, expanding at least ten
times faster than the higher-density component that we see in
laser shadowgrams.

Figure 13sdd presents the heating time and deposited spe-
cific energyEcore versus the maximum value of the current
density. Increasing current density leads to a decreasing of
the heating timet,1/ j2 sincreasing the heating rated, and
this increases the specific energy into the wire core. We ob-
serve this for both fast and slow explosions.

IV. RESULTS OF MHD SIMULATION

A. Basic approach

Much of the behavior observed in our exploding Al wire
experiments results from an interplay of complex processes
whose physics is outside the scope of the magnetohydrody-
namic description. Nevertheless, it is instructive to explore
the behavior produced by basic MHD simulation in which
the set of dynamic equations comprising the MHD descrip-
tion are governed solely by an equilibrium equation of state
sEOSd sdensity- and temperature-dependent pressure and
specific internal energyd and electron transport models
sdensity- and temperature-dependent electrical conductivity
and thermal conductivityd. The MHD equationsf21g deter-
mine the rate of change of the mass density, fluid momentum
density, energy density, and magnetic flux densitysFaraday’s
lawd. The energy equation includes terms determined by
thermal diffusion and the magnetic flux densitysJoule heat-
ingd, and the magnetic equation includes the magnetic diffu-

sion term; hence, electron transport models govern these
equations. The electric current applied to the system provides
the time-dependent boundary condition for the magnetic
equation through Ampere’s law, neglecting the displacement
current.

Possibly important physics missing from the MHD model
includes coexisting multiple phasesf22g, the atomization
process, vaporization kinetics, electron kineticssnonfluid
particle behaviord, and nonequilibrium ionization processes.
Comparing the results of basic resistive MHD calculations to
detailed laboratory measurements shows us when conditions
occur where missing physics might be important and would
need to be included in subsequent simulations.

B. Code description

The simulations we discuss in this paper were done with
the ALEGRA codef23g. Developed by Sandia National Labo-
ratories,ALEGRA sarbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian general re-
search applicationd is an arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian finite
element code in 2D or 3D. A 1Dsradiald simulation, as we
discuss here, is simply a 2Dr-z simulation without axial
resolution. The code has traditionally emphasized large dis-
tortion and shock propagation problems. Designed to run on
distributed-memory parallel computers, it offers a number of
physics options that include hydrodynamics, solid dynamics,
structural dynamics, nonideal MHD with external circuit
coupling, and radiation MHDsmultigroup flux-limited radia-
tion diffusiond. ALEGRA also correctly diffuses magnetic field

FIG. 13. Dependence of the
specific energy deposited into
wire core vs maximum value of
the electric field sad. Maximum
wire resistivity vs deposited spe-
cific energy sbd. Velocity of the
expanding plasma shell and wire
core vs deposited specific energy
scd. Dependence of heating time
and deposited specific energy on
the maximum current densitysdd.
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across vacuum regions, so there is no need to include an
artificial, low-density gas to define vacuum. Material models
include various EOS models, electron transport and opacity
models, constitutive, yield, plasticity, fracture, and burn
models.

In our simulations we employ only the physics options of
magnetic diffusion coupled with hydrodynamics and thermal
conduction. Radiation transport is not included, but a multi-
group emission model is used. This provides an opacity-
dependent energy loss as if the material were radiating, but
no reabsorption is considered. Therefore, emission occurs
only when the opacity is low enough to allow escaping ra-
diation, such as in the low-density ablation layer and corona.
But note that how such radiation emitted by the hot corona
might enhance ablation by interacting with the higher-
density wire edge is not included in our simulations. We plan
to investigate the possible effects of more detailed radiation
processes in a subsequent study.

ALEGRA produces accurate results for numerous problems
with known solutions, e.g., impact generated shocks, and
cold diffusion. It has recently been successfully applied to
the study of shock loading experiments in the Megabar pres-
sure regimef24g. We have also found that it compares favor-
ably with results of another proven MHD code for the ex-
ploding wire problemf25g in spite of a number of significant
differences in technique.

The key to these simulations is the use of accurate EOS
and electron transport tables. We use Los Alamos Sesame
equation of state tables 3711 and 3719f26g and accurate
electron transport properties recently calculated by Desjarlais
f19g. The benefit of using these tables was first demonstrated
in simulations of vacuum transmission lines under conditions
of extremely high current densityf27g. The EOS pressure as
a function of density and temperature includes a vapor dome
under which the Maxwell construction has been imposed for
each isotherm. The corresponding specific energy as a func-
tion of density and temperature includes the enthalpies of
fusion and vaporization for those phase changes at different
pressures. We are aware that these EOS tables suffer from
some deficiency in heat capacity, and also do not include
negative pressures that should be associated with the cohe-
sion of the solid material. Hence, some premature expansion
before melt and slightly elevated temperatures at certain den-
sities and pressures will occur. Ionizationsa step in the de-
termination of electrical and thermal conductivitiesd is deter-
mined strictly as a function of density and temperature,
based on Desjarlais’ blending of single-ionization Saha with
pressure-ionization corrections and Thomas-Fermi ionization
equilibrium f19g.

C. Comparison with experiment

Basic electrical measurements that characterize the ex-
ploding wire are the currentIstd through the wire and the
voltageVstd across it. The experimental currentIstd for the
fast-exploding 25.4-mm Al wire sshot 0314–02d was used to
provide a magnetic field boundary condition for theALEGRA

simulation of that wire at a large value of radiussr
=3.7 cmd. This simulation boundary is farther from the wire

edge than the ground cup of the experimentsr =2.5 cm; see
Sec. III Bd and therefore avoids confusing boundary interac-
tions for several hundred nanoseconds even for the fastest
components. The known experimental boundary effects are
therefore precluded, but this choice is consistent with the
model’s inability to include electron kinetics and the effect of
radial electric field on breakdown. The Eulerian computa-
tional mesh of 600 cells is uniform withdr =0.0635mm out
to three times the initial wire radiusr0; variable zoning then
covers the remaining region out to the boundary with an
additional 500 Eulerian cells. Halvingdr of the cells cover-
ing the region from the axis tor =3r0 produces essentially
the same simulation results; but coarser radial zoning leads
to qualitatively different results that no longer capture impor-
tant features of the experiment. The reasons for this are dis-
cussed in Sec. IV D 2 below. Only a single axial zonesdz
=50 mmd is considered, so the simulations are by construc-
tion 1D sradiald and axial structure observed in the experi-
ment cannot be treated.

Figure 14 shows experimental wave forms for current and
voltage and simulation wave forms for voltage and wire ra-
dius. The resulting simulation voltage wave form is fairly
close to the experimental shape within 10–20 % error and
gives the correct time for the voltage maximum and collapse.
We must point out here that the electron transport models in
our simulation are based on pure elemental aluminum, while
the more resistive aluminum alloy 5056 was exploded in the
experiments. The greater premelt resistivity of the alloyssee
Sec. IId could easily account for the early voltage discrep-
ancy shown in Fig. 14.

The simulation shows that the wire thermally expands
slightly after 12 ns. This is just after melting at 11 nssthe
lack of restoring force in the EOS we used for solid Alf26g
did not lead to nonphysical expansion for this fast-explosion

FIG. 14. Wave forms for current and voltage taken from the
experiment, and simulated voltage, and wire radius for fast-
exploding 25.4-mm Al wire. The gray shaded region shows the
experimental velocity of the expansion of the wire core under the
anode and the cathode.
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cased. The simulation voltage exhibits a jump at melt corre-
sponding to the 250% jump in Al resistivity for melt at stan-
dard pressuref20g. This large jump is typical for good room-
temperature conductors such as aluminum, and is absent for
refractory metals such as tungsten.

The density- and temperature-dependent resistivity model
is appropriate for temperatures just belowTmelt and just
aboveTmelt; but atT=Tmelt the first use of the larger liquid-
phase resistivity would be in error since the model does not
allow for the finite time required atT=Tmelt to deposit the
heat of fusionsnominally 0.11 eV/atom, but our EOS re-
quires 0.19 eV/atom for the premelt density of 2600 kg/m3d
necessary to achieve melt and the corresponding higher re-
sistivity. During this time the resistivity should remain below
the postmelt value. For large premelt Joule heating rate
s0.1 eV/atom ns atT=Tmelt, as in our fast-explosion moded
the voltage jump should occur about 2 ns afterTmelt is
reacheds12.6 nsd rather than at 11.0 ns as shown in Fig. 14.
sNote that the voltage was calculated from simulation data
that were recorded every 0.1 ns.d There is also the issue of
knowing Tmelt accurately for the given density and pressure.
The resistivity model utilizes the Lindemann melt tempera-
ture f28g, scaled to the solid-density handbook value ofTmelt
s0.08 eVd f20g to provide the functional dependence on den-
sity. In our exploding wire regime the difference from the
solid-density value is slight.

The experimental voltage pulse does not exhibit any volt-
age jump. We postulate that the real wire melts in spatial
regions that attain melt conditions at different times, unlike
the ideal simulated wire that homogeneously melts in bulk.
This inhomogeneous melting spreads out the melt time of the
whole wire, eliminating any observable voltage jump. Fol-
lowing the experimentally inferred resistivity over its ex-
pected range during melt as a function of deposited energy as
in Fig. 11scd indeed indicates that more than the specific heat
of fusion was required to melt the full wire.

The wire begins to rapidly expand with constant velocity
at the time of peak voltage at 18–19 ns. This agrees well
with experimental datasFig. 9d that show the onset of fast
wire expansion at voltage collapse. Note that we chose to
start the simulationst=0 in Fig. 14d at the pointt=14 ns on
the experimental wave forms of Fig. 9. Therefore, the experi-
mental wave forms have been time shifted back 14 ns for
comparison with the simulation wave forms in Fig. 14. The
expansion velocities for atomic density 1020 cm−3

s4.5 km/sd and 331020 cm−3 s3.7 km/sd, inferred from the
simulation, are close to the experimental values 4.8 km/s at
the anode and 3.9 km/s at the cathode.

The comparison for simulated and experimental radial
distributions of the atomic density at 170 ns is presented in
Fig. 15. The best-fitting result was obtained for the under-
the-cathodesz=1 mmd radial profile. Due to the “polarity
effect” f13g the energy deposition increases from the cathode
to the anodesfor positive polarity explosiond. In this case the
1D simulation gives appropriate results close to the cathode,
which is free of the “polarity effects” related to the external
radial electric fieldf13g. The 2D reconstruction of the atomic
densities for this shot was presented in Fig. 10. The simula-
tion was designed to capture the corona formation, requiring
calculations over subnanosecond temporal and submicrome-

ter spatial scales. The detailed quantitative experiment-
simulation agreement presented in Fig. 15 is therefore note-
worthy, having been achieved for the hugely different scales
of 150 nsstime after voltage collapsed and ,1 mm sspread
of core at this late timed.

D. Analysis of simulation data

1. Current distribution

While the simulation wire current agrees with the experi-
ment by construction, the spatial distribution of this current
is an interesting simulation result that is unavailable experi-
mentally. Snapshots of the enclosed currentscirculation inte-
gral of B /md plotted as a function of the radius of the enclos-
ing circle, and showing the radius that encloses all material
at the time, clearly illustrate how the current distribution
evolves.

There are basically three stages of current distribution,
summarized by the three snapshots of Fig. 16:sad stage 1, all
current flows through original wire core,sbd stage 2, compa-
rable current flows through both core and corona, andscd
stage 3, nearly all current flows through the corona while the
central region is essentially a dielectric. Of course, the circu-
lation integral remains constant with radius past the radius
that encloses all the current at a given time. This radius also
coincides with the radius that encloses all material early in
the pulse st,17 nsd and after corona formation
st.19 nsd. As the ablation layer develops, betweent=17
and 19 nsstransition between stages 1 and 2d, the total-
material radius exceeds the total-current radius. Once the
outer shell of the neutral ablation layer ionizess19 nsd, three
radii describe the current distribution in stages 2 and 3: the
inner radius of the neutral ablation layersthe radius that just
encloses the core conduction regiond, the inner radius of the
corona souter radius of the ablation layerd, and the outer

FIG. 15. Experimental and simulated radial distributions of the
atomic density for 160 ns after voltage maximum.
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radius of the coronasthe radius that encloses the total current
comprising core current plus corona currentd. The total-
current radius and the total-material radius again coincide for
the remainder of the pulse. In stage 3 the core current is
negligible compared to the corona currentsout of 2.1 kA
total current only 0.3 mA flows through the cored.

2. Corona formation

The simulation clarifies some significant points in the de-
velopment of the corona, during the crucial period during the
transition between stage-1 and stage-2 current distributions.
Early in the pulses11 nsd the wire melts, expands slightly,
but remains intact. The core starts to expand after 13 ns
when hydropressure develops a stationary gradient that
points radially inwardsFig. 17d. A thin, nearly dielectric
skZl!1d outer layer develops when deposited energy reaches
a value that is roughly 70% atomization enthalpy. The cold
“ablation” layer is initially 1–2mm thick. After t=15 ns the
core superheatssT.Tc=0.7 eVd and still carries all the cur-

rent. The ablation layer expands to a thickness of,5 mm
sstill coldd, then starts expanding adiabatically to,10 mm.
No atomization model is used, but the low-density cold di-
electric layer develops consistently with the topology of the
EOS energy surface. The pressure and specific energy points
of the wire at a set of radial positions that scan the wire cross
section are plotted in Fig. 18 at three times during the devel-
opment of the ablation layer. These sets of points constitute
the phase portraits of the wire in the pressure-density and
energy-density planes. Isothermal pressure and energy con-
tours are shown in the background. The lower-pressuresand
-energyd points are at the outer radii of the wire. These por-
traits show that as the wire heats it becomes energetically
possible to cool by expansion at 17 ns. Between 17 and
18 ns the outer portion of the dielectric layer starts expand-
ing adiabatically.

The outer edge of the ablation layers,10−6 of solid
densityd then becomes sufficiently resistivef108

3 sresistivity of stainless steeldg so that, with the small but
finite current density present theres,1 A/mm2d, a

FIG. 16. Snapshots of the enclosed currentscirculation integral ofB/md against radius, showing the three basic stages of current
distribution in fast-exploding aluminum wire: Stage 1, all current flows through the wire coresad; Stage 2, comparable current flows through
both core and coronasbd; Stage 3, most current flows through the coronascd.

FIG. 17. Time and space dependence of postmelt hydrodynamic pressuresad, and time dependence of axial pressuresbd. Critical pressure
is ,2.7–4.5 kbar.
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1-mm-thick layer rapidlys1 nsd Joule heats to ionization en-
ergy levelss,6 eV/atomd. This layer subsequently conducts
more current. The current densityJ flowing through the layer
increases by factor of 104 and conductivitys increases by
factor of 105. Energy deposited into this newly created co-
rona thus increases and the coronal periphery rapidly attains
nearly full ionization levels. Note that the conductivity of the
nascent corona is much less than the core conductivity.

An important question must be asked about the low-
density edge of the “ablation” layers0.001–0.01 kg/m3d: is
the MHD approximation still valid? The answer is yes. Ow-
ing to the comparatively large volume of the cells at this
radiuss2pr dr dzd, there are about 23108 Al atoms/cell and
4 sat 1 eVd to 12 sat 0.1 eVd Debye lengths perdr. sIn the
corona-formation region,r is about 27mm, dr =0.0635mm,
dz=50 mm.d Clearly the cell volume would not be able to
save the MHD approximation in a simulation that was highly
resolved in all three directions.

It is also interesting to enquire whether the outer edge of
the ablation layer that initially ionizes is spatially resolved,
or whether the ionization-layer thickness is justdr. Again,
the answer is yes, the initial ionization shell is resolved. At
19 ns the ionization layer is about 2mm thick s31 cellsd. The
very first instance of an ionization layer in the simulation
occurs over a more limited number of cells or even just a
single cell. At some radial point toward the axis, whereJ2 is
larger, the resistivity drops off sufficiently so the time inte-
gral of fs−13J2g is below ionization levels for the same
period s,1 nsd that gives ionization the next cell out. This
relationship determines the radial resolution required to cap-
ture the corona formation in the simulation by this simple
mechanism that is based solely on the implementation of
equilibrium EOS and electron transport tables. Corona for-
mation can occur in the simulation only if the radial cells are
sufficiently small at the edge of the ablation layer to allow an
outer region where the time integral offs−13J2g can reach
ionization levels. Lagrangian simulations, where the cells

covering the ablation region would be expanding during this
phase of the simulation, cannot capture corona formation. A
difficulty in our simulations is the small time step that is
required for stability during the ablation-layer formation in
the small cells. A large Alfvén speed forces the time step to
be in the 10−16–10−15 s range just prior to corona formation.
The time step recovers to a more reasonable 10−14–10−12 s
range after voltage collapse.

The stage-2 current now flows both through the low-area,
high-conductivity core and through the high-area, lower-
conductivity corona. After 19.5 ns the corona rapidly ex-
pands and conducts more current than the core, while the
core conductivity dropssbut still exceeds the corona conduc-
tivity d. The corona area rapidly increases for a dramatic drop
in resistance. This is the time of the voltage collapse and the
start of strong light emission observed experimentally. After
the voltage collapses the corona carries essentially all the
currentsstage 3d. We need to emphasize that the drop of the
coronal resistancesdue to coronal expansiond leads to the
current transfer to the corona. When current transfers to the
corona theresistivity of the corona is comparable to the
core’s. During stage 3 essentially no more energy is depos-
ited into the core, and it expands at constant velocity. Be-
tween 18 and 21 ns, the minimum core resistivity is
200–700mV cm, while the corona expands with a nearly
constant resistivity of 1400mV cm.

3. Conduction and dielectric radius expansion velocities

From plots such as those of Fig. 16 a well-defined expan-
sion velocity to consider in comparison with the experiment
is the velocity of the outer edge of different conductance
regions. As shown in Fig. 19 the radius that encloses the total
current in stage 3 has a constant velocity after 19.5 ns of
70 km/s. Experimentally, a velocity of between 50 and
100 km/s was inferred from upstream and downstream cur-
rent measurementssFig. 7d. Laser probing shows that the
wire core expands withv,4 km/s sat the cathoded. This

FIG. 18. Wire phase portraits at 15, 17, and 18 ns:stopd
pressure-density plane,sbottomd specific energy–density plane.

FIG. 19. Time-dependent conductive-radius and material-radius
velocities obtained from enclosed current snapshots.
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measurement matches the expansion velocity of the wire
core, which Fig. 19 shows is 4.2 km/s. This simulation ve-
locity corresponds to an energy of 3.5 eV/atom deposited
into the core. Atomization enthalpysnot included in our
EOSd is 3.2 eV/atom, so experimentally we expect to see
about 6–7 eV/atom deposited into the core by the time of
corona formation. In fact, Fig. 12sad shows that
5.8–6.5 eV/atom was observed for 25.4-mm diameter wire.
Note that these expansion velocities remain constant for hun-
dreds of nanoseconds. These energetic expansions, much
faster than thermal diffusion speeds, constitute the explosion
of the wire.

4. Phase trajectories

It is instructive to view snapshots of the phase points of
the wire, plotted parametrically in radiussas done in Fig. 18d,
as they evolve on the respective EOS surfaces. We can con-
sider thesr ,T,Pd phase points on the EOS pressure surface,
or the sr ,T,sd points on the conductivity surface. A se-
quence of thesr ,T,Pd snapshots is shown in Fig. 20, and
correspondingsr ,T,sd snapshots in Fig. 21. For con-
venience of scale the conductivity surface plot is cut off from
below at a fairly large value; the conductivity actually be-
comes infinitesimally small with a huge gradient in the low-
density and low-temperature region. The outline of the vapor
dome fbinodal curve, sketched explicitly in Fig. 20sadg can
be discerned on the shaded pressure surface plots. Under the
vapor dome the spinodal boundary curvefwhere s]P/]rdT

=0g is shown for reference. The present simulations did not
employ any special modifications to properly model meta-
stable behavior near the spinodal. The behavior of the meta-
stable liquid might be important, especially for slow-
exploding refractory metals such as tungsten, and is an area
of active researchf8,29g.

Initially, the collection of phase points for the wire overlie
compactly on the EOS pressure surface. Since the pressure
gradient with density in the solid phase is very large the
phase points spread out in pressure as small-amplitude den-
sity waves travel across the wire during initial Joule heating.
Hence it is informative to plot the phase points with a range
of colors that maps to the value of the radius for that point.
This color map is shown for reference above each snapshot,
and must cover larger radial ranges with increasing time.

As the set of phase points reaches the liquid side of the
vapor dome the pressure reversal on axis shown in Fig. 17 is
indicateds14 nsd; note that the;zero pressure dip seen on
the linear scale of Fig. 17 is actually 0.03 kbar. Shocks di-
rected inward from the heated wire’s surface converge on
axis during melt, peaking the axial pressure well above the
critical pressure. At 14 ns the shocks are moving away from
the axis, reversing the pressure gradient, and by 15 ns the
pressure is again maximum on axis, and the center of the
wire again attains high pressure as it travels over the critical
point between 16 and 17 ns. At this time the low-density
edgesablation layerd develops and progresses down the va-
por side of the dome.

Between 18 and 19 ns the outer edge of the ablation layer
ionizes as described previously. This region of the wire
traverses a long path on the pressure surface and corresponds

to an increasingly large radial extent with time. Once the
corona carries most of the current, the core expands adiabati-
cally along the vapor side of the domest.20 nsd.

Viewing the correspondingsr ,T,sd points at the time of
corona formation in Fig. 21 illustrates a key feature of this
system: the cold, high-densityscompared to the coronal
plasmad material of the ablation layer falls near the metal-
insulator transition of Al where the gradients of conductivity
with density and, below the transition, with temperature are
exceedingly great. Therein lies the reason for the sensitivity
of exploding wire simulations to details of the EOS. Slight
differences in EOS can change the density and temperature
of the outer layer of the wire slightly, but enough to change
the conductivity sufficiently to prevent Joule heating from
reaching ionization levels at the appropriate experimental
time, or at all.

5. Pressure and boiling

Summarizing some of the phase information shown in the
snapshots of Fig. 20, the time dependence of the radial av-
erage of the hydropressure profile is presented in Fig. 22sad.
Time dependence of the radial average of the magnetic pres-
sure profile is also presented for comparison. The superposi-
tion of the applied electrical power, the melting time, and the
time-dependent wire radiusslater becoming core and corona
radiid allows a correlation of features in the pressures with
important times in the exploding wire evolution.

The magnetic and hydropressures are comparable early in
the current pulse; but during melt both pressures peak, the
magnetic at about the critical pressure, and the hydro at ten
times the critical pressure. Melting coincides with Joule-
heating-induced shock propagation from the edge of the
wire. The pressure wave peaks at the center and just as
quickly drops to zero theressee Fig. 17d; the average pres-
sure then rises to a new peak of five times the critical pres-
sure during the ablation. With the establishment of the co-
ronast.20 nsd the magnetic pressure becomes insignificant
since most of the current is flowing at a large radius in the
expanding corona.

Viewing snapshots of the radial profile of the hydro pres-
sure during the important corona-formation period reveals in
Fig. 22sbd the “pressure-cooker” nature of the explosion pro-
cess. Vaporization of interior regions of the wire, or “boil-
ing,” is a possibly important mechanism in the electrical ex-
plosion of wiresf29g; however, in our case, for nanosecond
explosion of aluminum, the simulation suggests that hydro-
pressure prevents vaporization throughout the wire interior.
Vaporization can occur only at the wire’s edge where pres-
sure is negligible. This phase change constitutes “ablation”
rather than “boiling.”

6. Evolution of various radial profiles

Figures 23sad–23sfd demonstrate the simulated radial pro-
files at several different timess5, 10, 20, 30, and 40 nsd for
atomic densitysad, current densitysbd, magnetic fieldscd,
hydropressuresdd, temperaturesed, and ionizationsfd. Before
corona formation or “breakdown” the current flows through
the wire and heats it homogeneously. During breakdown we
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FIG. 20. sColord Wire phase portraits on the EOS pressure surface att=14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 30, and 120 ns.
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FIG. 21. sColord Wire phase portraits on the conductivity surface att=14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 30, and 120 ns.
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FIG. 22. Evolution of the electrical power, isolines of atomic density, average hydro and magnetic pressuressad. Radial profiles of hydro
pressure during voltage collapsesbd. Maximum densities are indicated for 18, 20, and 25 ns.

FIG. 23. Simulation radial profiles at different timess5, 10, 20, 30, 40 nsd for atomic densitysad, current densitysbd, magnetic fieldscd,
hydropressuresdd, temperaturesed, and ionizationsfd.
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can see the creation of the low-density corona withNa
,1014–1018 cm−3 and the switching of the current from wire
core to the corona. It is interesting that just prior to the time
of experimental breakdown the simulation predicted the
existence of the nonconductive dielectric layer. After
breakdown the current is rejected from the wire core in
favor of the corona. The energy deposition to the core termi-
nates due to the fast-expanding radius of conductivity
s,70 km/sd. The Spitzer resistivity of low-densitysNa

,1014–1016 cm−3d and high-temperature s100–1000
mV cmd Al plasma is 100–1000 times that of room-
temperature Al, so the voltage collapse in 5 ns is explained
by the fast expansion of the corona. The rapidly increasing
current-carrying cross section decreases the corona resistance
compared to that of the core. The current density has its
maximum value in the wire core,300 MA/cm2 before the
breakdown. After breakdown current density in the corona
drops from 10 to 0.1 MA/cm2. The simulation demonstrates
the existence of high temperature,50–100 eV in the corona
with ionization ,10. The evolution of the radial profiles
shows that after breakdown the exploding wire evolves into a
two-phase object: a cold and high-density wire core and a
hot and low-density corona.

7. Core-corona dynamics

Figures 24sad–24sfd demonstrate the evolution of different

parameters for wire core and corona: splitting of the current
between wire core and coronasad, electrical powersbd, and
specific electrical powerscd applied to core and corona, the
conductive corona radiussNa,1014 cm−3d and radius of the
wire core sNa,1020 cm−3d sdd, the maximum temperature
for wire core and coronased, and the linear density for wire
core and corona insfd. Because we know from simulation
how current splits between wire core and corona, and the
radial profile of atomic density, we can derive the amount of
energy deposited into the wire core and corona. For this cal-
culation we used the experimental voltage wave form. En-
ergy deposition into the core occurs up to the time of break-
down. By integrating the core and corona powers of Fig.
24sbd, we determine that the total energy deposited into the
wire core is 270 mJ/cm, and into the wire corona is
60 mJ/cm. From integrating the specific powers of Fig.
24scd the corresponding specific energy deposited into the
wire is 5.5 eV/atom, and into the corona is 2.5 keV/atom.
This core energy agrees within 5% with the experimental
valueEcore discussed in Sec. III G for the shot that we simu-
lated s0314–02d. The large difference in specific energy be-
tween the core and corona is due to the extremely small mass
of the corona. Figure 24sfd shows that the corona contains
only 0.1–0.2 % from the wire mass. For 25-mm-diameter Al
wire it is necessary to vaporize only,30 monatomic layers.
It is clear now that under such conditions any hydrocarbon

FIG. 24. Results of simulation summarizing core-corona evolution: current splitting between wire core and coronasad; evolution of the
electrical powersbd and specific powerscd for wire core and corona; evolution of the radius for wire core and coronasdd; evolution of the
maximum temperature for wire core and coronased; evolution of the linear density for wire core and coronasfd.
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impurities would play an important role in the breakdown
process.

The coronal expansion velocity is,70 km/ssthe velocity
of the point whereNa,1014 cm−3d, and core expansion
,4.5 km/s sNa,1020 cm−3d. Different density layers ex-
pand at slightly different velocities, with lower densities
faster. Recall that the velocity of the conductive edge of the
core and coronasthese edges include the fastest low-density
componentsd is comparable to or slightly exceeds the
constant-density velocities: 70 km/s corona and 5 km/s
core. Fast expansion of the conductive outer radius results in
voltage collapse and termination of the energy deposition
into the wire core.

The temperature of the wire core increases up to,1.3 eV
s,5.5 eV/atom deposited energyd at 19 ns and subsequently
drops to 0.5 eV by 40 ns due to adiabatic cooling of the
expanding wire core. The temperature of the corona rises to
,130 eV in 1–2 ns during voltage collapse and drops to
30–40 eV by 40 ns owing to fast plasma expansion. The
plasma cooling exceeds Joule heating because of the rapidly
falling resistance of the cathode-anode gap due to fast corona
expansion.

V. SUMMARY

s1d Before the voltage collapse the current flows through
the entire wire cross section and quasihomogeneously heats
it. The hydropressure of tens of kbar range is large enough
scritical pressure 3–5 kbard to prevent the hot liquid wire
core from boiling.

s2d After melting the liquid Al wire starts vaporizing and
an expanding vapor cylinder surrounds the wire core. Simu-
lation shows that high temperature and low density subse-
quently create the condition for vapor ionization. This is suf-
ficient to explain the corona formation near the cathodessee
Fig. 15d where the radial electric field is negligible and the
1D quasiequilibrium fluid description is accurate. In the real
experimental system the influence of the radial electric field
on electronic emission from the wire surface is a critical
feature that precipitates vapor ionizationf13g.

s3d Part of the current starts to flow through the ionized
vapor and swiftly Joule heats it to,100 eV. Such a large
temperature rise is related to the very small amount of wire
mass involved in ionizations,0.1% of wire massd. For
25-mm Al wire 0.1% of the mass is concentrated intodr
,6.5 nm of the wire surfaces,25 monoatomic layersd. Fast
voltage collapse is contingent on the plasma corona’s high-
velocity s,100 km/sd expansion.

Three main conditions must exist for voltage collapse in
exploding wires: first, a vapor environment must surround
the hot wire; second, the vapor must ionize; and third, the
ionized vaporscoronad should be able to rapidly expand. The
absence of any of these conditions would preclude voltage
collapse. For example, no voltage collapse is observed for
exploding wires in air at normal pressure owing to retarda-
tion of the corona expansionf22g.

The moment of voltage collapse is very important in the
physics of exploding wires. The voltage collapse terminates
energy deposition to the wire core and provides a natural

barrier to limit rising temperaturef3g. During breakdown the
current switches from the high-density wire core to low-
density and fast-expanding corona in,5 ns. Because the
resistivity of the corona exceeds the resistivity of the hot
metal sfor 10–100 eV temperatures the low-density plasma
resistivity is 100–1000mV cmd, the switching of the current
to the corona is related to its fast expansion but not to its
high conductivity. For a low-density corona that expands
with a velocity of 50–100 km/s the cathode-anode resis-
tance can drop to less than 1V in ,5 ns.

The energy deposition into the wire core terminates at a
level of a few eV/atom, and for the corona a few keV/atom.
After breakdown the wire becomes a heterogeneous object:
hot s,100 eVd, low-density s,1015 cm−3d, fast-expanding
s,100 km/sd corona and a colds,1 eVd, high-density
s,1022 cm−3d, slow-expandings,1 km/sd core. The core
expands at about the sound speed. The wire core exists as
strongly coupled plasma, while the corona is ideal plasma.
After breakdown the wire core expands and adiabatically
cools. Fast expansion of the hot corona also results in its
cooling. In this case the temperature cannot be supported by
Joule heating because of the rapidly falling cathode-anode
resistance due to fast expansion of the conductivity radius.

The wire core after voltage collapse can be in any of three
main states: solid, microdrops, or gas plasmaf30g. Which
condition dominates depends mainly on the amount of de-
posited energy before voltage collapse. The expanding gas-
plasma core of a vaporized Al wire becomes stratified with a
,100-mm period.

In conclusion, experimental and computational investiga-
tions of nanosecond electrical explosion of a thin A1 wire in
vacuum has been presented. We find that 1D MHD simula-
tion using theALEGRA code with reasonably accurate equi-
librium EOS and resistivity provides an accurate description
of the nanosecond explosion of the Al wire. Detailed diag-
nostics have revealed the main macroscopic parameters of
A1 were explosion; the simulation gives good agreement
with these data and predicts other parameters that cannot be
measured directly in experiments. The next important step
for computer simulation is the description of the initial stage
of electrical explosion of refractory-metal wires like W. This
is a complex problem owing to the possibility of a “cold”
regime of explosion due to hydrocarbon impurities, the im-
portance of electronic emission on triggering vapor ioniza-
tion f13,31g, and the inhomogeneous energy deposition along
the wire length due to the Schottky effect.
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